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A B S T R A C T 

This Paper principally portrays that a Power Quality Monitoring system 

utilizing LabVIEW is created. Because of the higher utilization of force 

converters and other nonlinear burdens in industry and by customers all in 

all, it very well may be noticed an expanding crumbling of the force 

frameworks voltage and current waveforms [1]. The presence of transients 

in electrical cables brings about more noteworthy power misfortunes in the 

dispersion framework, obstruction issues in correspondence frameworks 

and, now and again, in activity disappointments of electronic equipments, 

which are increasingly more sensitive since they incorporate 

microelectronic control frameworks which work with low energy levels. 

During the most recent years a worry with quality and dependability of 

electric energy is expanding. Power quality (PQ) issue is ascending because 

of more infiltration of force gadgets infers utilized for development in the 

productivity, control and so forth[5]. The progressing administrative 

strategy and primary changes in the power business everywhere on the 

world have likewise contributed toward significant worry of PQ, making it 

a figure-of-merit among the contending appropriation utilities. In this 

investigation, an extensive outline of various PQ issues, their observing 

framework and the utilization of LABVIEW in estimating the voltage and 

current rms values along with the active, reactive, apparent power and 

energy is found. Also, estimation of the error and the accuracy is calculated 

in the above process [3]. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

"Power quality is the arrangement of boundaries characterizing the properties  of the power supply as conveyed to the client 
in ordinary working conditions as far as the congruity of voltage and voltage attributes". Present day electronic and power 

electronic gadgets are not just delicate to voltage aggravations; it additionally causes unsettling influences for different 

clients. These gadgets become the source and casualties of intensity quality issues. As such the term power quality is 
utilized to characterize the communication of electronic hardware inside the electrical climate [5][6]. Power Quality 

Monitoring is a multi-pronged way to deal with distinguishing, dissecting and remedying power quality issues. It likewise 

assists with recognizing the reason for power framework unsettling influences and furthermore to distinguish issue 

conditions before they cause interferences or aggravations, sometimes. Destinations for power quality observing are by and 

large arranged into two methodologies:  

◦ Proactive methodology – It is expected to describe the framework execution and furthermore assists with comprehension 

and along these lines coordinate the framework execution with client needs.  

◦ Reactive methodology – It tends to portray a particular issue and performs transient checking at explicit clients or at 

various burdens.  

It can recognize and check various kinds of wiring issues, establishing issues, exchanging homeless people, load varieties, 
and consonant ages. Sometimes, when the helpless force quality can goes  undetected, yet which brings about harming 

costly hardware. The non-sinusoidal current likewise causes warm and protection weight on organization gadgets, similar 

to transformers and feeder links [8]. Power quality eventually prompts monetary misfortunes brought about by gear 
personal time, expanded upkeep exercises, and more limited life times. During this article the primary target is the effects 

of intensity quality and the issues, Benefits alongside the observing of intensity quality is to be finished with the assistance 

of the virtual instrument that is LABVIEW which is an adaptable programming and that is anything but difficult to utilize 

[9]. 

 
 

1.1. Power Quality  

 

Power quality includes to a decent kind of varieties inside the electrical force provided to utility clients. It can identify and 
check various kinds of wiring issues, establishing issues, exchanging homeless people, load varieties, and symphonious 

ages. Now and again, when the helpless force quality can goes undetected, yet which brings about harming costly 

hardware. The non-sinusoidal current additionally causes warm and protection weight on organization gadgets, similar to 
transformers and feeder links. Helpless power quality at last prompts monetary misfortunes brought about by gear personal 

time, expanded upkeep exercises, and more limited life times. During this article the principle objective is the effects of 

intensity quality and the issues, Benefits alongside the observing of intensity quality is to be finished.  
 

Power quality alludes to the intensity of electrical hardware to burn-through the energy being provided there. Assortment of 

intensity quality issues including electrical sounds,power factor, and voltage instability and transients sway on the 
effectiveness of electrical gear.  

 

This highlights various outcomes including:  

 
 Higher energy utilization and expenses  

 

 Higher support costs  
 

 Equipment's precaution and handling. 

 
 Energy the executives is a pivotal thought for any business, and it's important that power quality be surveyed 

as a piece of any energy the board system. 
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1.2. Issues of Power Quality 
 
Power quality issues got essential to power purchasers at all degrees of use. Sensitive gears and non-straight loads are 

currently more ordinary in both the financial and the business areas and in this way the home -grown climate. The use 

of hardware today is mainly to deal with the data. The pc business is that the greatest client o f semiconductor gadgets, 

and customer hardware. because of the effective improvement of semiconductors, electronic framework and controls 

have acquired wide acknowledgment in power, data and processing innovation and gratitude to the consistent 

utilization of drive frameworks (rotational machines, controlling thyristor and related electronic segments) in industry 

and in power stations and power plants, and accordingly the had the opportunity to keep such frameworks running 

dependably, hardware are getting an indispensable a piece of the present modern, institutional, and business offices. 

Technically we can say that, A comparable kind of hardware regularly creates power supply aggravations, which in 

turns influence different things of unit, and are bound to get the misshaping sounds. These harmonics can make power 

be utilized wastefully and might be a cause of untimely breakdown which will stop creation in modern handling, will 

end in huge loss, preparing exercises continuously like financial exchange handlin g could likewise be lost, and so on 

[13] [14]. 

 
The major issues of power quality monitoring are as follows:- 

 Voltage Sag 

 Voltage Swell 

  Harmonic Distortion (HD) 

1.3.1 VOLTAGE SAG- It is basically defined as the decrease in the RMS (root mean square) value of the voltage, 

which is ranged from a half cycle to few seconds(less than 1 minute). 

 Causes: 

1) Faults on the transmission or distribution networks. 
2) Connection of heavy loads. 

 Consequences : 

1) Malfunction of the microprocessor based control systems. 

2) Loss of efficiency in electrical rotating machines  
 

 
   1.3.2 VOLTAGE SWELL- It is generally defined as the sudden increase of the voltage, at the power frequency, outside 

the normal tolerances value with duration of more than 1 cycle, and typically which less than 1 minute. Mainlyreferred to 
as ‘over voltage', if continues for a certain period of time range. 

 Causes:    

 
    1) Start and stop of heavy loads.                                                                  

    2) Poorly regulated transformers  

 
 Consequences :      

 

   1) Flickering of lighting and screens.                                                                  
   2) Damage of sensitive equipment's. 

 

1.3.3Harmonic Distortion (HD) 
Harmonic distortion is an issue of Power quality which is caused when harmonic currents produced by the nonlinear loads 

that are sent back to the supply system which interact adversely resulting additional losses in the wide range of power 

system equipment’s [14]. 
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1.3. Power Quality Monitoring 
 

Power quality monitoring is generally defined as the process of gathering, analysing, and interpreting raw 

measurement data into useful information which can be necessarily calculated. The strategy for social affair 

information is regularly managed by nonstop estimation of voltage and current throughout a high time. The strategy for 

study and usage has been performed physically, however ongoing advances in sign handling and AI fields have made it 

conceivable to style and execute ins ightful frameworks to consequently investigate and decipher information into 

helpful data with the fewest interferences.  

 

 

Power quality monitoring projects are fundamentally accomplished for improving the framework wide power quality 

execution. Numerous modern and business clients have hardware that is touchy to control aggravations, and, along 

these lines, it's more imperative to comprehend the norm of intensity being given. Tests of these offices incorporate PC 

systems administration and media transmiss ion offices, semiconductor and hardware fabricating offices, biotechnology 

and drug labs, and monetary information preparing focuses. Since the most recent decade, numerous organizations 

have actualized broad power quality checking [7] [9].  

 

This is the first broad and main necessity. An impact maker may locate this target significant on the off chance that it 

has the need to know its framework execution, at that point coordinate that framework execution with the requirements 

of customers. Framework portrayal might be a proactive way to deal with power quality checking. By understanding 

the conventional force quality execution of a framework, a supplier can rapidly distinguish issues and may offer data to 

its clients to help them coordinate their touchy hardware's attributes with practical force quality qualities. This is 

regularly a responsive method of intensity quality observing, however it oftentimes distinguishes the clarification for 

hardware in congruence, which is that the activity to an answer [11]. 

  

Many power makers are presently thinking about extra administrations to supply clients. One of these administrations 

is supply separated degrees of intensity quality to coordinate the prerequisites of explicit clients. In one or the other 

case, observing gets basic to decide the nature of the power by a modified route in a frame  [14] [17]. 

 

 

 

1.3.1. Different Types of PQ Monitor 
 

 
Economically accessible screens of the Power Quality Monitoring System (PQM) are  arranged into the accompanying. 

 

1) PORTABLE MONITORS  
 

•  

 
1) Voltage Recorders  
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• er the 

long haul. Generally it is utilized for consistent checking of consistent state voltage varieties. Most significant factors to 

consider when choosing and utilizing a voltage recorder is figuring the RMS estimation of the specific estimated signal.  

 

2) Disturbance Analyser  

 

•  

 

2) PERMANENT MONITORS:  
 

•These screens are for all time introduced full framework screens, deliberately positioned all through the office, telling the  

clients any force quality aggravation when it occurred.  

 

•  

 

• It records both the set off and tested information.  

 

•The essential setting off relies upon RMS edges for RMS varieties and on wave shape for transient variety.  

 

• 'Ongoing observing framework' is one of the case of one of this lasting checking framework. 

 

3) REAL TIME MONITORING SYSTEM 
 

Real Monitoring System contains programming and correspondence workplaces for data collection, dealing with and result 

presentation. The item keeps up an informational collection of system execution information which can be got ten to. At the 

heart we have a PC improved for data base organization and examination. Both the disrupting impact analysers and voltage 

recorders can be composed into the constant noticing structure.  

 

This lasting observing framework has the accompanying segments:-  

 

1) Measurement instruments  

 

•Involves both the voltage recorder and unsettling influence analyser.  

 

• It has a trigger circuit to recognize occasions.  

 

•Includes an information obtaining board to procure all the set off and inspected information.  

 
2) Monitoring workstation  

 

• It is utilized to assemble all data from the estimating instruments.  

 

• Periodically send data to a control workstation.  

 
3) Control workstation  

 

•This station designs the boundaries of estimating instruments.  

 

• Gathers and stores the information coming from the distant checking workstations.  

 

• Does the information investigation and fare those data’s.  

 
.4) Control programming  

 

•This product drives the control workstation.  

 

•Does the investigation and preparing of information data.  
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• Algorithms utilized for preparing differs as indicated by the framework utilized.  

 

•Algorithms utilized might be founded on wavelet changes or master frameworks or some other progressed procedure.  

 
5) Database worker  

 

• Database the executive’s framework ought to give quick admittance to numerous clients with no sort of execution 

disappointment.  

 

• Also, it ought to evade any type of unapproved access.  

 
6) Communication channels  

 

 

 

1.4. Power Quality Measurement  
 

There are certain parameters which are going to be measured in this paper:- 

 

a) Rms Voltage and Current 

b) Total Harmonic Distortion 

c) Real Power 

d) Apparent Power 

e) Peak Values of Voltage and Current 

 

 

 

1.4.1. Objectives of this Paper 
 
The main objectives of this work are as follows: 

 

 1. To grow less effort of power quality measuring hardware/technology  

 2. To create programming based (NI LabVIEW) power quality estimation system so that the expense of gadgets might 

be less ordinarily and more proficient strategy might get produced.  

3. To find out the peak and rms values of voltage and current along with the apparent and reactive power along with 

the error and accuracies and comparison with the ideal values. 

 

 

1.5. Tools and Software Used 
 

a) LabVIEW  

 

LabVIEW (short for Laboratory Virtual Instrument Engineering Workbench)is generally defined as a framework 

plan stage and advancement climate for a visual programming language from National Instruments.  

LabVIEW is an exceptionally beneficial working environment for making custom applications that cooperate with 

genuine information or signs in fields, for example, science and designing. The net after effect of utilizinan apparatus, 

for example, LabVIEW is that higher quality ventures can be finished in less time with few individuals involved  [9] 

[10]. 
 

 

 
b) Data Acquisition Card (DAQ) 

 

Data acquisition (DAQ) is the process of measuring an event in terms of voltage, current, pressure, temperature or sound. A 

DAQ system includes high-speed data acquisition measurement hardware (a DAQ card or module), input devices such as 

sensors, and a computer or processor. Personal computer-based DAQ systems use the display, processing power, and 

connectivity of modern computers to provide a flexible, powerful and especially cost -effective measurement solution [10]. 
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1.6. Methods Used 
 

The initial step to fixing an issue is to quantify it. Renewables, module vehicles, inverters, on -framework stockpiling, 

HVDC, and different changes occurring on utility matrices sway power quality in manners not foreseen when the past age 

of instrumentation was planned. Force quality estimation gadgets based on NI innovation offer the quality and adaptability 

expected to help power frameworks engineers evaluate power quality issues that would somehow be hard to recognize.  

 

 First step is LABVIEW 7.1 or 13.0 programming (any of the one) is utilized for building up the Power quality 

screen.  

 

 Secondly, a tab control is made which for the most part saves space in the front board.  

 

 DAQ (Data Acquisition Card) is utilized to procure and create signals (tests) to computerized numeric qualities 

which can be controlled by the PC and furthermore it is utilized for the constant checking framework.  

 

 Numeric Controls are utilized various qualities and they are taken care of through numeric controls, for example, 

(voltage and current frequencies and adequacy).  

 

 The rms values are shown by the marker which is named as voltage, current and power and furthermore the 

genuine and the clear force is determined.  

 

 Transducers (Current and Voltage Transformers) is utilized for the estimations of rms and pinnacle estimations of 

voltage and current. 
 

 

 Lastly the values of the voltage and current rms is found out and active/reactive and apparent power and 

energy along with power factor is calculated and the graph is found for the same. Also, comparison of the data 

i.e. actual calculated data and ideal data is compared and graph is found out. 
 
 
 

 

2. Flow Chart of the System 
 

 
 

 

 

Software Developed for Power Quality Monitoring 
 

The main software for the system is quite simple and is basically divided into the main three parts: 

 

The first and foremost part is the creation of the graph and finding the rms values of voltage and current in which the 

CT & VT are used as transducers. The graph of the voltage and current is generally found out. In the block diagram a 
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waveform chart is connected to find out the waveform of voltage and current with the DAQ and a time is set along 

with a loop which is while loop and the time is maintained accordingly. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

The second step is to find out the power quality measurement for that reason active power, reactive power and the 

apparent power is to be calculated on LabVIEW. The basic step for obtaining this value in the block diagram we have 

to create three numeric controls for voltage value, current values and power factor. The output is placed with numeric 

indicators which are named as active, apparent and reactive power. A formula bar is created and is connected with the 

power factor. The formula bar is created with right click on the express bar then arithmetic then formula. The formula 

for the power factor is added. So that direct values can be found out, then we are choosing random value of voltage and 

current and the value of the power factor should lie in between 0 and 1. 
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Lastly in this step the active, apparent and reactive energy is being found out which is almost same as the previous step 

only difference is that here whole value of the power is divided by time to get the energy. Only difference is that a time 

signal of 10sec is generated. The basic step for obtaining this value in the block diagram we have to create three 

numeric controls for voltage value, current values and power factor. The output is placed with numeric indicators 

which is named as active, apparent and reactive energy. A formula bar is created and is connected with the power 

factor. The formula bar is created with right click on the express bar then arithmetic then formula. The formula for the 

power factor is added. So that direct values can be found out, then we are choosing random value of voltage and 

current and the value of the power factor should lie in between 0 and 1. 

 

 

Results Obtained 
 

Table 1- Values of Active Power, Apparent Power & Reactive Power 
 

       

       

SERIAL 

NO. 

VOLTAGE 

(V) 

CURRENT 

(I) 

POWER 

FACTOR 

ACTIVE 

POWER 

APPARENT 

POWER 

REACTIVE 

POWER 

       

1 10 0.5 0.5774 5 8.6603 7.0711 

2 20 0.1 0.5774 20 34.641 28.284 

3 30 0.15 0.5774 45 77.942 63.34 

4 40 0.2 0.5774 80 138.56 113.18 

5 50 0.25 0.5774 125 216.51 176.78 

6 60 0.3 0.5774 180 311.77 254.56 

7 70 0.35 0.5774 245 424.35 346.48 

8 80 0.4 0.5774 320 554.26 452.55 

9 90 0.45 0.5774 405 701.48 572.76 

10 100 0.5 0.5774 500 866.03 707.11 
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Table 2- Values of Active, Apparent and Reactive Energy 
 

SERIAL 

NO. 

VOLTAGE 

(V) 

CURRENT 

(I) 

POWER 

FACTOR 

ACTIVE 

ENERGY 

APPARENT 

ENERGY 

REACTIVE 

ENERGY 

       

1 10 0.05 0.05547 0.5 0.86603 0.70711 

2 20 0.1 0.05547 0.2 3.4641 2.8284 

3 30 0.15 0.05547 4.5 7.7942 6.334 

4 40 0.2 0.05547 8 13.856 11.31 

5 50 0.25 0.05547 12.5 21.651 17.67 

6 60 0.3 0.05547 18 31.177 25.45 

7 70 0.35 0.05547 24.5 42.435 34.64 

8 80 0.4 0.05547 32 55.426 45.255 

9 90 0.45 0.05547 40.5 70.148 57.276 

10 100 0.5 0.05547 50 86.603 70.7 
 
 
 

 

 
Graphs found of Voltage and Current against Power (Active, Apparent and Reactive) 
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Well after getting those readings we have founded the nature of the graph with Voltage and Current against Active, 

apparent and reactive power and observed that the nature of the graph tends on increasing with time and only the power 

factor remained in a constant state. The voltage and current values is taken in an increasing manner. 

 

While from the second graph that is the energy graph we can conclude that while the power factor does remains in a steady 

constant state the energies (active, apparent and reactive) increases with the time and voltage is increasing linearly with t he 

ongoing time. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Inferences drawn from Results 

After going through a lot of papers and reviews and getting the desired results , we get the following conclusions:- 

 

 Power quality estimation is critical, furthermore it is exceptionally hard to screen it appropriately round the clock.   

 The types of equipment utilized for power quality estimation are exorbitant.   

 Lots of sounds, clamours and different unsettling influences are continuously creating because of various loads 

and power gadgets.  

 Low power quality diminishes the life of items, breaking down of gadgets and more power utilization. 

 LABVIEW is used here in this paper which is very much flexible and convenient software and through it 

distortion level and other variations in voltage and current are easily figured out. 

 Power quality improvement is extremely perplexing procedure.  

 Power quality estimation and control is intense issue in homes and also in commercial enterprises. 

 Surveying different methods of literature divulges one thing that power quality estimation through hardware and 

remote testing requires lots of effort. 

 Different methods and techniques are there for power monitoring such as digital filtering or Kalman filtering 

which basically focuses on the mathematical modelling that depicts the detection of transient waveforms.  

 After getting those readings we have founded the nature of the graph with Voltage and Current against Active, 

apparent and reactive power and observed that the nature of the graph tends on increasing with time and only the 

power factor remained in a constant state. The voltage and current values  is taken according to increasing manner.  

 While from the second graph that is the energy graph we can conclude that while the power factor does remains in 

a steady constant state the energies (active, apparent and reactive) increases with the time and voltage is increasing 

linearly with the ongoing time. 
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4. Conclusion and Future Scopes 
 

 
 

Dependability and consistency of power supply are a standout amongst the most imperative conditions for the exercises of 

modern and administration organizations. Issues beginning from poor Power Quality incorporate intrusions, symphonious 

contamination and so on. In this way the heaps associated with a s ystem with such issues will fizzle, have a short lifetime 

and the productivity of the framework will diminish.  

Observing the Power Quality will make conceivably to distinguish the sources/reasons for issues inside the end client's 

system. The arrangement would be either expelling the source or making insusceptible the establishment from the poor 

power quality. Both arrangements typically cost far not exactly the potential harms that may infer. For that reason 

monitoring is done using LABVIEW Software and the values of active reactive and the apparent power is generally found 

out. 

Penetration of grid associated sustainable power frameworks and shrewd burdens dependent on force gadgets innovation 

has been expanding in low and medium voltage circulation. Power Electronics framework is a critical innovation for 

dissemination networks which can move electrical force from environmentally friendly power sources to grid or produce 

managed recurrence and additionally voltage for various loads, for example, factor speed drives and battery chargers.  

New requests and demands are for  

a) Cost and size decrease,  

b) Execution and quality improvement 

c) Adaptability on force the executives have advanced force hardware applications broadly in mechanical, business and 

private areas, for example, in transportation, utility and home apparatuses  every year. 
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